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Abstract 
The concept of green concept has been popular in recent years. Many scholars hold 
different opinions upon green economy. Ulrich Brand, a famous political scientist 
pointed once that the green economy is an oxymoron, considering the concept has 
already been accepted by the public for decades, how to guide students to comprehend 
the complicated meaning behind will be a challenge in research along with students. So, 
this paper would show a train of thought of author on Ulrich Brand’s opinion and a way 
to guide comprehending in research. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, green economy, has become more and more influential and emerged from purely 
environmental field to economics arena. This change can be seen from the process of 
government policy and decision making in recent years (UNEP, 2011). It is acknowledged that 
global economic crisis is one of the factors contributing to this trend. Besides, the population of 
the whole world will be, as estimated, nine billion by 2050 (OECD, 2011).Thus the needs of 
water, energy and food will lay a heavy burden on the planet’s resources. Pressure will be much 
larger than ever(Borel‐Saladin& Turok, 2013). It is regarded that the green economy is a 
possible way to both care for the environment and motivate economic retrieval in this situation 
where growing public concern about worldwide economic atmosphere change and 
environmental ruin. What’s more, the green economy is also widely advertised as the means of 
eradicating global poverty and restoring social inequalities (Bowen et al., 2009; UNEP, 2011). 
It is not difficult to find similarity between green economy and sustainable development 
because from the general opinion towards the green economy, it addressed all the three aspects 
of sustainability: the economic, environmental and social scopes (Borel‐Saladin& Turok, 2013). 
Sustainable development policies have failed, which make green economy now seem to have 
the foreseeing prospective to become the new leading strategy in political dialogue (Brand, 
2012). This is also why green economy has frequently been evaluated as a therapy to decreased 
economic situation (Brand& Gorg, 2012) as well as to the sustainable development’s failure. 
Brand stated the reason of sustainable development’s failure is the lack of relevant socio‐
economic actors that can significantly drive this strategy which has thus made the “brown 
economy” remain in top position causing huge consumption of energy and resources(cited in 
Rockström et al. 2009, Haberl et al. 2011). In contradiction of this reason, both external and 
internal conditions now seem to be able provide a wonderful chance for green economy to 
develop an orientation with full of hope to get rid of the crisis. 
However, since there are no approaches that can be “perfectly” green, it can not be avoided 
being criticized. For example, Brand’s view on green economy is very sharp and inspirational. 
He believed that the concept of green economy is an ‘oxymoron’; it will not effectively solve the 
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problems of environment’s worsening and poverty’s occurring as well as deal with the 
upcoming kinds of forms’ and understandings’ development. (Brand, 2012) With the aim to 
inspect the rationality and legitimacy of Brand’s opinion, this essay attempts to track how green 
economy has been theorized and implemented. Analyzing the socio‐economic benefits and 
governmental powers behind green economy strategies and discovering what 
accomplishments can market‐led approaches reach when it comes to the dilemma of 
environment. 

2. The Concept of Green Economy 

To qualify Brand’s justifiability of his statement that the green economy tends to be an 
oxymoron, it’s necessary to figure out what green economy is and how it is conceptualized. 
However, there is no universally approved definition of a green economy while the concept 
presented in three reports from leading global organizations can provide us with some 
clarifications and demonstrations(Borel‐Saladin &Turok,2013). It is defined what it refers to 
‘inclusive green growth’ simply as ‘economic growth that is environmentally sustainable’ 
(World Bank 2012: 24). The UNEP (2011) explains a green economy ‘as one that results in 
improved human well‐being and social equity, while significantly reducing environmental risks 
and ecological scarcities’ (16). There is also a comprehensive consensus that green growth 
strategies must engage poverty reduction, chiefly in developing countries. Complementarities 
exist broadly during growth of green economy and decrease of poverty. (OECD, 2011). Although 
these three reports aims slightly different aspects of green economy, to accomplish sustainable 
development, they all acknowledge the same fundamental principle which states green 
economy can be seen as a ‘common vision’ and ‘pathway’ .(World Bank 2012). 

3. The Next Oxymoron 

To begin with, green economy tends to be an oxymoron because the concept itself is discursive, 
varied and in context with reflections of different socio‐economic and political interests (Brand, 
2012). That’s also the reason for there is no general and specific identification of the green 
economy. As we can see, those three leading international organisations have put up bright 
future for green economy. In addition to those official statements, scholars like Pearce et al 
(cited in Beckerman,1992) analyzed the implementation and causes of development without 
sustainability, putting forward that a green economy strategy incorporating environmental 
ethics with market stimulus and policies is critical to complete sustainable development and 
moreover, to eradicate poverty (UNEP, 2011). However, relying on green stimulus only is not 
sufficient to originate a global “green” recovery (Strand and Toman, 2010) because in reality, 
such green economy strategies have faced challenges and difficulties to compromise the conflict 
between economy growth and ecology protection, and furthermore have a somewhat stronger 
emphasis on income making than environmental preservation and poverty diminution (Adams 
et al, 2004). Difficulties and challenges such as market misrepresentations and the absence of 
operational policies of setting a price will weaken the influences of G20 environmental 
incentive investments on long‐term project and job addition in green divisions (Barbier, 2011). 
As a result, there are some famous ‘failures’ in green market field and the very influential one 
is known as carbon market failure. Meanwhile, a research conducted by HSBC Global predicts 
that the international market for clean energy and prospects of efficiency investment will triple 
to US$ 2.2 trillion by 2020 (Robins, cited in Barbier, 2011). So green economy can not solve the 
problem occurring its development process within the situation of “green” but can make much 
contribution to the wealth accumulation. It does contradict itself. 
Another example is Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES). Mcafee (2012) argues the past 10 
years have witnessed that PES clashed directly with other main concerns including poverty 
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reduction and ecosystem protection. Countries are at not the same stages in exploration for 
potation of PES programs to offer environmental services (Huang&Upadhyaya, 2016). In 
addition to different countries’ owning dynamic forces and cultural variety, when presenting 
their green economy policies to some developing countries, particularly those in the south, 
though advocators of development policies such as UNEP recognize the significance of these 
elements while the green economy concepts and strategies themselves are of much paradoxical 
(Brand, 2012) because they are western‐established that they always represent the existing 
property and consumption patterns. As a result, yet, in reality, PES schemes have not yet proven 
that they can diminish poverty, though, in many cases in Asia, poverty alleviation would seem 
automatically be placed as the poor are usually the main land users in areas affecting the 
preferred environmental service. It made promise of mounting up green ‘growth’ and 
eliminating poverty and improving social enclosure for low‐income family units in global south 
become a false one. Traditional indicators for countries’ or regions’ growth such as GDP still 
owe the leading position in economic measurement at the present time which should be 
replaced by a more renewed and human‐centered one(Stiglitz, Sen&Fitoussi,2009). Hence 
green economy will be seen as an oxymoron or, a dilemma, in other words since the concept 
itself is disputed, offering economy an impracticable promise of coordination between ecology 
and social development but turning out failure.  
What’s more, green economy strategies have not been fruitful in terms of their goals, which 
make it more of oxymoron. Not as the splendid promise of sustainable development illustrated 
in the beginning, countries in the south experience tremendous pressure to reach green 
economy models and there exists increasing trend of deteriorate inequality (Mcafee, 2012). 
Furthermore, the current ‘South‐to‐North resource flows’ might eventually be strengthened in 
using green economy strategy and so would neoliberal politics (Mcafee, 2012; Brand & Gorg, 
2008). If traditional industries which mainly use energy that can cause pollution attempt to 
upgrade the industries structure to environmental‐friendly industries and clean energy, it 
requires a complete policy and organization reform and regulative frameworks that adapts to 
a country’s unique situations and growth direction (Hunt, 2013). Such challenges from 
international society require a strict condition to developing countries. The most basic and 
first‐coming issue is the fund to support the renovation. Along with the rise in numbers of areas 
which have already been protected, it still leave the problem that they are truly underfunded, 
worldwide and especially in African countries and the Middle East, as well as Asian countries, 
just as James et al believed(cited in Barbier,2011).  
Continuing analyzing the fund issue, we can easily find it is the enormous  gap  between  the  
overall paybacks  that  human race obtains from green economy  and what we would like to pay 
to preserve and support them who can make green economy more contradictory (Barbier, 
2011). For instance, Pearce evaluates that the benefits of ecosystem goods and services are 
likely cost “hundreds of billions of dollars”, yet at this time the world devotes as a maximum 
US$ 10 billion every year on ecosystem maintenance (cited in Barbier, 2011).  
Besides, in terms of prompting global governance and equality, green economy nevertheless 
has not successfully accomplished issues about those. The economic power and economic 
capacities (Wanner, 2015) for reaching green economy targets between south and north, 
developing and developed countries are not addressed. For example, ‘truths’ of global climate  
and development patterns are theorized, represented and expressed by the North while voices 
and interests from majority of developing countries are ignored from discussion. So who should 
be the decision maker at this time? Who has the right to remain the leading or mainly debatable 
model of production and consumption? Whose interests need to be taken into the stake and 
whose are left out the condition (Brand, 2012)? These questions have to be taken into 
consideration to support the market‐led development approaches such as green economy’s 
legitimacy and usefulness. Therefore, from this point of view, green economy is treated as an 
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oxymoron, since it represents a western thinking module which potentially addresses global 
south in prejudicial positions when it comes to worldwide trade and eventually strengthens the 
power of the north.  

4. Consequences for Market-led Approaches 

A new international and fashionable trend in development field has already come into being, 
that is the so called green economy. As this change has taken place, it should be highpointed 
that market‐led approaches with its own advantages play an irreplaceable role when dealing 
with environmental dilemmas as well as poverty issues. Market‐led practices in engagement 
with alleviation of poverty and sustainability of development are progressively formed by 
ecological imperatives, limits and principles. Additionally, market‐based green economy 
implements can not live with market construction and the effective works in market system, 
such as ‘eco‐taxes or tradable permits’ (Wanner, 2015). Controlling poverty and improving 
social inclusion are long‐term aims which can be realized in condition that development 
policies are better structured and defined. 
Market‐led approaches own potentials of inspiring innovation nationally and locally to seek out 
a proper way of production and consumption. For example, in China a growing number of firms 
in small‐scale cities have begun to take part in environmental management systems and applied 
them to their business strategies and cultivate green innovation strategies(Guoyou et al,2013) 
and world class, there is a popularity of using transport with low emission and electric energy 
use (Hunt, 2013).  
The growing marketization of society matches up with a growing depoliticization of society. 
Politics ‘does not disappear, but its rationality is coordinated with [and leaded by] the economy’, 
as Altvater and Mahnkopf (cited in Wanner, 2015) state. In unregulated, depoliticized and ‘de‐
civilized capitalism’, the economy overrides the society and polity (Altvater, cited in Wanner, 
2015). In this background, government is encouraged by market‐led development approaches 
to transferal its role played in present and future ecosystem markets. The role of government 
should become a supplier of services of innovation, connecting sellers and buyers, help with 
communication of information and knowledge (Bennett, 2009, p.70), no longer a main designer 
or a central manager. While market‐based approach, as an ‘amoral’ system, is highly motivated 
by earnings and can not place some social and ethical problems at the same time, but it shows 
a significant role in empowering efficiency and autonomy which guide a bright road for some 
developing countries. 

5. Conclusion 

Brand's critiques on green economy performance an erudite thought in today’s generation 
background. He sharply pointed out the dilemmas built between economy and ecology as well 
as contradictory relations between political power and societal interests except economic ones, 
however, perceptions of alternatives or useful proposal in the light of the solutions are barely 
mentioned in his studies. Questions that to what extent dilemmas can be fixed and to what 
extent social equality along with welfare can be endorsed still remain to be answered.  
In conclusion, towards Brand's view indicating green economy is an oxymoron, as a researcher , 
it is fine to agree with it because the concept itself is discursive and controversial. Due to the 
difficulties and infeasibilities to reconcile ecology economy growth and pure wealth 
accumulation, it’s hard to ‘green’ economic recovery. An impracticable promise of harmonizing 
economic interests and environmental protection fails to address the targets while the 
inequality between the north and south are coming into occurrence in this dialogue. In the 
meantime, emphasizing market‐led approaches as a brilliant option to boost efficiency and 
creativity of the market system in thinking is another point. What’s more, along with transition 
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of government’s character, market‐led approach will enhance the upgrade industries. To 
implement green economy concepts and strategies in a proper way, it should be carefully 
considered, designed and reviewed by development performers in different countries and 
places and during different time periods and as a result it will performance the best in the 
current condition. To end up with a hopeful blueprint about market‐led approaches, both 
updated understandings and alternative strategies are called for. 
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